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Foreword

I must have already been fifteen or sixteen by the time I was first confronted by 
J. D. Salinger’s story Franny, whose setting is over lunch with a boyfriend, Lane, 
prior to his presumably Ivy League mater’s football game against Yale.  When she 
returns to their table after recovering from an episode of dizziness and nausea, 
he questions her about the small book she has been carrying.  She nonchalantly 
responds that it is titled The Way of a Pilgrim, the story of how a Russian wanderer 
learns the power of “praying without ceasing.”

The prayer in play is “The Jesus Prayer,” the mantra “Lord Jesus Christ, have 
mercy on me,” internalized to a point where it becomes unconscious, like a 
heartbeat.  So essentially this is the story of a nice Jewish girl from the Upper East 
Side of Manhattan mesmerizing herself in a Catholic requiem which becomes a 
Zen koan.  When after her disclosure Franny faints, Lane tends to her until she 
regains consciousness, postpones the weekend’s events, hails a tax for her, and 
leaves Franny, who is still praying without ceasing.

This present selection of my poems harkens back to that initial reading of Salinger’s 
story, and to Dante’s of “the love that moves the sun and other stars,” through a 
spring semester with Paul Ruggiers, a distinguished Jesuit scholar who taught at 
the University of Oklahoma at the time.  Admittedly, my identification with the 
Judeo-Christian tradition is largely incidental; had I been born somewhere other 
than Biblically belted Norman Oklahoma, I might well have been inclined toward 
Buddhism, Islam, etc. (then again there may well be something nominative going 
on, Jones being a derivation from John, St. John the Baptist having been the 
disciple to proclaim Christ, something perhaps both semiotic and symbolic).

The eventual assembly of this collection evolved in what educators refer to 
backward design, an objective for a curriculum being determined and then 
strategies toward it devised.  Just prior writing another of my raunchy” ditties, 
“Peepshow,” I vowed to next subject myself to a sustained, spiritual, interrogation; 
“five stations,” a rather apparent evocation of T. S. Eliot’s “Four Quartets,” 
followed.  The collection then began to reassemble itself along the strata of that 
sequence.  (I continue to find myself amused with the knowledge that Hunter 
College, my thrice-fold alma mater, declined Thomas Stearns a faculty position 
early in his career, a history courtesy former Hunter and Princeton professor, and 
John Berryman drinking buddy, James Williams).

And so these were the origins of a poem of common prayer, perhaps best 
characterized as a collision and collusion between Eliotic apology and Whitmanic 
queer theory.  The impact of my initial encounter with Franny Glass some fifty 
years hence continues to haunt me in an oddly reassuring way.  Yes the possibility 
of the ability to pray without ceasing, to quote the close to the last line to my last 
poem herein, “a love poem being a prayer” that, in fact, something, or one, greater 
than ourselves does indeed love us.

L.W.J. 
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To Catherine Elizabeth Jones Young
January 11, 1955 – June 22, 2015
Our sister, and

Our mother
Jane Elizabeth McCauley Jones
March 30, 1928 – June 24, 2015 

Hear my prayer, O Lord, and let my cry come unto 
thee.

Psalm 102
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Adoration
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Prayers of Adoration

The Psalmist’s prayer for joy:

But may the righteous be glad and rejoice before God; may they be happy and 
joyful.

Psalm 68:3

Grant to us, O Lord, the royalty of inward happiness, and the serenity which 
comes from living close to thee. Daily renew in us the sense of joy, and let the 
eternal spirit of the Father dwell in our souls and bodies, filling every corner 
of our hearts with light and grace; so that, bearing about with us the infection 
of good courage, we may be diffusers of life, and may meet all ills and cross 
accidents with gallant and high-hearted happiness, giving thee thanks always for 
all things. 

Robert Louis Stevenson (1850 - 1894)

Traditional Irish Blessing

May God give you...

For every storm, a rainbow, 
For every tear, a smile, 
For every care, a promise, 
And a blessing in each trial. 
For every problem life sends, 
A faithful friend to share, 
For every sigh, a sweet song, 
And an answer for each prayer.
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mccauley’s morning after

 (st. pat’s)

some rice pudding with raisins
green bagels and cream cheese
life on unemployment
lifestyle of the sleaze

japanese morning glories
from the museum shop
life on unemployment
cash flow from a sop

what’s it really all about
you lead this life of mirth
what’s it all, really, lawrence
what’s it really, lawrence, worth
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‘gaga’s house

christ’s mass. this parochial kindergarten
class photo of me and jack the jew with the
broken arm, his fall from ‘grace,’ the massive

elm in the backyard to what until recently had
been his ‘gaga’s house. i remember the mezuzahs
we removed, unrolled, returned like summonses,

his cast; jack retails in dallas. robert krumme
renounced oil for christ. when we were twelve
or so our hike to a recently abandoned home

on the outskirts of tulsa revealed still crystal
and china receptions across a mahogany room,
sealing our resolution to trespass no further

the following afternoon. The parents divorce;
comes another magdalenean wedding, the baby
sister’s in the living (…didn’t this… used to be

blue? mam-mo) room in what was the groom’s
of what had been `gaga’s house christmas
morning, thirty-fifth self-portrait west on the

eleventh hour streets of bristow and manhattan,
the record citizen and the times. jack’s cast…
and why this cast of characters this very day

some same two thousand miles and years away
and if jesus was indeed the capricorn, then pray
for whomsoever lives in ‘gaga’s house today
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a charismation

I. last service to
 the summer camp
 you now as then
 but one of four

 but there has been
 a small mistake
 a falling out
 of ‘methodists’
 one songwriter
 and these

 the invocation
 fr. catir

 from my knees

II. the polaroids
 you contemplate
 that eastern afternoon
 your mediation on
 ‘the method’ actor
 your classic miscasting
 as lucifer at rupel jones
 fades to a nice notice
 for ‘the duke,’ ‘duchess’
 nancy hanks, ‘ondine’

 yes, there you are
 looking like an old baptist
 old jewish namesake john
 long against an ancient elm
 hands clasped against your back
 like that last time
 you saw me mother

 in shackles
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III. one fern ruth jones
 james patrick hill
 married here, ‘around
 the corner,’ thirty-
 five (she always lied
 five years, a big inside
 jokes between “jimmy”
 and her only sibling
 lawrence

 “lorraine”

 lawrence worth walks
 around the corner
 of new york via
 swansea, london
 richmond, lawton
 norman, boston

 an immigrational
 confession in the temple
 an oxfordian reform

 a penitential
 larryjones
 before the bishop
 this black priest

 ‘david’

The Transfiguration, April 18, 1987
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the other unsuspecting witness

the other unsuspecting witness
bracing beside me at the door
breathing low on parsons boulevard
breathing mortality one Sunday

morning on my way to mass
first such sunday in some years
seven-forty stepping onto the f
stepping into the front of the car

doors closing on the stench of
death, a vigil of bag ladies
she lies there splayed but shrouded
her mourner snaggle-toothlessly

shreds and blasts ritz crackers
again postpones my eucharist
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roberts votive

 - for r. wylder james

saturday, the fourteenth
a distinct numerology
friday the thirteenth
two months in a row
a full moon on
the ides, i go
on and on, out for
votive candles, handles
upon what i alone
cannot control i’m
on a roll, the dole
goes public, over-
exposure, my lover
i know you know
another, my feminine
instinct, mystique
will air the laundry
maybe, saturday
afternoon, rabbi
you and i espy
an image or two
‘warholite’ at ‘liberty’
mummy dearest
i would feign forgive
the pain i bear for
you you bore with,
me, i now see what  
understanding  
standing under
all this bull might
be, essentially catholic
rhymes, these english
new york times, möet &
chandon’s, dunhills
a kings vision
of a canon
a father and a brother
to the least of these
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anonymity

a word or two addressed
 to my so many yes some
three hundred or so such
 lovers of whom perhaps
half will be alive today
 to read these words to

hear me say for all of
 you, of us, we were truly
ours, whomsoever ourselves
 unto ourselves ours alone
whomsoever as we were we
 would have been

known
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Our father

Your second wife some five years my senior,
no heiress but a secretary, your secretary,
eighteen at the time.

Not long after the divorce my mother filed,
you wrote you were indeed about to marry
your secretary,

and understood how we four might decline,
considering your lawyerly misrepresentations,
over time after time,

again how it well might be we might decline
to ever speak to you again. Our father,
who was in heaven,

at the time.
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Lichtenstein

 (two new kittens)

- Well, goodbye.

- I just can’t believe you’re walking out on the kids and me again like this, for 
her!

- For them!

(Pause)

- Give me a call.

- For them!

(Slam, Exit)

(And when you do call, if and when you do call, all I plan to have to say to you 
is that I’ll never give you a reason for, nor will I ever grant you a divorce.

And you’ll never get custody.)

(Curtain)
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Bolivia

Vicente says Bolivia’s
such a typical woman,
lives only for Travis,
her man.

Oh, no! I disdain.
She’s a life,
a room
with a view
of her own

where she can go
when she needs
vants
to be

alone.

While he’s left
to meandering around
going - Meow…
where is she

now¿
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Upon arriving in New York in the early 70s,
 was quickly swept up into 

"The Plastic Exploding Inevitable" of Andy Warhol's 
coterie. Through the 90s, Larry was the Artistic 
Director of "Cafe Nico," his poetry, painting and 
performance venue at 101 Avenue A. A lifelong 
acolyte of his original mentor, Kenneth Koch, he 
has taught literature and creative writing to gifted 
and talented youth at Long Island University and 
Hofstra University for many years. An Associate of 
the Academy of American Poets, his work has 
appeared in numerous literary magazines and 
anthologies. His biography is published in Marquis 
Who's Who in America.

 
Lawrence Worth Jones

“Given the expanse between the heretical and the ecstatic in this collection of poems 
by Larry Jones, one might be prone to speculate that he was the object of 
considerable parochial abuse through his formative years. Best when paired with a 
glass of whiskey and chased with an open heart.” – Genna Riviecchio, Editor-in-
Chief of  magazine and blogger of such popular columns as 

.

“Here, in this intensely confessional work, by Larry Jones, the space of our lives 
becomes close, almost claustrophobic, even his meter closes things down further, 
until from this compressed place one gets the feeling, though maybe not 
consciously, things will explode and expand. And they do, but without them falling 
apart as a result of it. For, always the humanist, his compassion and humor keep 
everything together.” – Armando Jaramillo-Garcia, author of , 
Prelude Books, 2017.

“Pious, homey and a heartful of quintessential Jones quirkiness; at once deeply 
Catholic and deeply not. He gingerly dabs a finely detailed brush and blends 
Oklahoma and Judeo-Christianity with his teenage reverence for J. D. Salinger, and 
the mix is unique. It's a smart, sexy, and gay religious challenge, a piquant charmer.” 
– Ellen Aug Lytle, author of . The New 
York Quarterly Foundation, Inc., 2013.
 
“These poems bring me great joy, for I hear again the singular voice of a friend I have 
missed for so long, the eloquent, theatrical, self-effacing, sad, loving, funny, 
transcendent Larry Jones. But enough with the adjectives. Read the book!” 
– Merrill Cole, author of 

. Routledge, 2003.
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